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Choosing the Best
(Corresponds to pages 71-89 in Enjoying Jesus)

Fasting & Sabbath
Practicing spiritual disciplines helps us to experience God more and depend on
Him more deeply. Fasting from food and/or other things we depend on to sustain or
motivate us, along with taking an intentional rest from our work and our endless to-do
lists reminds us that what we really need, we already have—God Himself, who created
us, redeemed us, and is continually sustaining us.

Writing Prompts/Discussion Questions
1. What has been your understanding of fasting before this study? Have you
fasted before? If so, what was that experience like?
2. What is the purpose of fasting? How does fasting remind us of our dependence
on the Lord?
3. What does Jesus say about how we should fast in Matthew 6? Why do you
think He gave these guidelines?
4. How can we prepare for a fast from food? If fasting from food is not a good
option for you, what are some other things you could fast from?
5. The Pharisees turned the Sabbath into a burden for people and elevated it into
an idol. In our culture, we often make far too little of the Sabbath. What has
been your experience with the Sabbath?
6. Why do you think God gave us sabbath? What do we learn from practicing a
regular sabbath?
7. How does the Sabbath remind us of Jesus’ work on the cross on our behalf?
8. What are some ways you can incorporate a regular practice of sabbath into your
routine?

Practicing Fasting
Fasting is voluntarily abstaining from something for a limited amount of time. To
practice fasting, first begin by determining what kind of a fast God is calling you
to do. Some people will fast from all solid food, some will choose specific foods,
and others may choose to fast from non-nutritive things, like social media or
certain behavioral habits. Next, choose a specific time to begin and end your
fast. Fasting can last from hours to days. Finally, remember to accompany your
fasting with prayer. You may want to dedicate your fast to a spiritual purpose.
Some examples include becoming more grateful, strengthening your will, getting
insight to a question or praying for a friend who is sick. If you are new to
fasting, consider a 24 hour fast from lunchtime to lunchtime. As we fast, may
our hunger pains remind us that we hunger and thirst for God, the Bread of Life
and our Living Water who truly satisfies. Sometimes we must empty ourselves
to be filled.

Practicing Sabbath
As believers, we tithe 10% of our income because God commands it and because we
believe He can do more with 90% than we can accomplish with 100%. And yet, it is
difficult to believe that God can do more with 6 days dedicated to work than we can
with 7 days. This month, we will practice the discipline of sabbath and ask God to help
us set aside a day to celebrate, to worship, to rest in Him. Note that there is a big
difference between just taking a break and observing the sabbath. A true Sabbath rest
is holy to the Lord. It affirms the goodness and trustworthiness of God. Choosing to
rest regularly will make us more disciplined in our work time. For many of us, we
consider Sunday to be our Sabbath, but we can choose any day of the week or for
starters, even a few hours a week. It can be helpful to start and end our sabbath time
with prayer, worship, reading a psalm, or even communion. Sabbath time will look
different for each one of us, but regardless of whether we are single, married, have
small children, or work on Sundays, the end goal is to make observing the Sabbath a
regular part of our weekly routine.

